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- PLACES TO TAKE YOUR MOTORCYCLE FOR 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATIONS! -

DELAWARE CELEBRATIONS
DOVER

Celebrations begin in and around downtown at 9am with various activities and peak just after dusk
near The Green with the fireworks display. Complete information including schedule at

http://dover4thofjuly.com/index.html

NEWARK

College town party! Often goes a couple days when it falls on a weekend. Crafts, food, vendors, live music, fireworks
at dusk. This can be a good one! They actually try to add to the display every year!

Cape May Lewes Ferry

July 2nd Rehoboth Fireworks Cruise! View the fabulous fireworks from the water! On-board live entertainment from
the crowd-favorite band, Glass Onion. Food and beverages will be available for purchase at the Lido Bar.
Bring beach chairs, as this will be a packed boat! and it always sells out so get your tickets now!
Check-In at Lewes Terminal: 5:00PM - 6:45PM, Boarding: 6:45PM, Departure: 7:15PM, Fireworks: ~9:00/9:15PM,
Return to Lewes: ~11:00PM.
July 3rd Fireworks Cruise to NJ Monday, July 3, 2017 | 6PM - 11PM Similar to above listing.

Bethany Beach

Bethany Beach hosts a parade, a blueberry pie-eating contest, a horseshoe-throwing contest, music and LOVE SEED
MAMA JUMP at 7:30, fireworks at dusk.

PENNSYLVANIA
https://fireworksinpennsylvania.com/
Because there were more than 300 listed!

On Tuesday, July 4, 2017 the City of Harrisburg will proudly present an Independence Day Food Truck
Festival and Fireworks show on Riverfront Park from 3pm – 9pm. This one-day event will feature
music, delicious food, activities for children and the largest fireworks show in Central PA! The
Children’s festival will feature a bounce house, face painting, caricature artist and balloon artist. All
children’s activities are free. More than 30 food trucks will be available with items such as artisanal
grilled cheese, slow roasted beef on a brioche roll, crab cake sandwich, fish tacos, stuffed pretzels,
wraps and Reuben’s. Festival favorites such as kettle corn, cotton candy, fried oreos and funnel cakes
will also be available along with Farm Show milkshakes!
Fireworks will follow the Harrisburg Senators fireworks at approximately 9:15pm.
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FIREWORKS - CONTINUED -

MARYLAND

Annapolis Independence Day Celebration and
Fireworks
July 4, 2017 6:30pm Annapolis, Maryland. The
Parade will begin at 6:30 p.m. and will travel along
West Street, around Church Circle, and down Main
Street to the City Dock. Then, visit Susan Campbell
Park at 8:00 p.m. for a performance by the Naval
Academy’s Concert Band, followed by a 4th of
July Fireworks display at 9:15 p.m. from a barge in
Annapolis Harbor.

Baltimore’s Fourth of July Celebration
presented by Ports America
Chesapeake

Tuesday, July 4, 2017 - 7:00pm to 10:00pm
Inner Harbor Fireworks start at 9:30pm
The fireworks can be viewed from several
locations downtown and in surrounding areas,
including Federal Hill, Locust Point, Fell’s Point,
Canton and Harbor East. Way too much going on
to list here!
There are many more Maryland 4th of July
fireworks to be found on the web.

VIRGINIA

TOP 10 VIRGINIA 4TH OF JULY EVENTS:
1- Dogwood Dell Fourth of July Celebration

Enjoy a free family Fourth of July celebration at Dogwood
Dell with Carillon bells and Richmond Concert Band. Come
a bit early to get a seat or bring yours and bring your picnic
supper. Music at 6:30pm , Fireworks at dusk.

2- 4th of July Celebration at Lakeside Park

The event features a parade, entertainment, food, games,
paddleboat rides, children’s crafts and family fun! Event is
FREE to the public.
- CONTINUED PAGE 9 -
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- LETTER FROM THE EDITOR -

- The Speed Of Life There are many sayings about the passage of time in a person’s life. One day you’ll wish you
could go back. You never know what you had until it’s gone. Life is wasted on the young. Make hay
while the sun shines. You’re only as old as you think you are. That is where I am, and it’s wreaking a
small sort of havoc on my life.
I wake up each day and I check to see if I really did wake up, then if I did I think quickly about the
daily “to do list” that comes to mind even before I sit up. I have trained my self over the years in this
manner as a means of preparation for the day ahead, sort of like pulling in the clutch, clicking into first
and then letting it out with a nice even motion in the sweet spot just off idle. Long ago I discovered my
dislike for simply stomping my life into gear with added throttle immediately upon awakening. Beside
the terrible gnashing and crunching sounds of my mental gearbox being jammed into ramming speed
at red line on my life’s tachometer, the rest of my physiology also resented such treatment.
So I resolved early on to attempt to engage each day on my terms instead and this had worked
rather well for me or so I thought. Yes, of course there were the occasional unsynchronized clashes
with teenaged brain boxes and The Wife as they cruised about the awakening household in their
own gear and throttle selections which appeared to me to be wholly and randomly selected and often
accompanied by unexpected wide open throttle applications and speed shifts into higher gears at
dangerously higher redlines when direct interaction was unavoidable.
Often, during these encounters I would simply hit the gastrointestinal nitrous button and the resultant
vaporized exhaust would drive them away much like spectators avoiding the burnout cloud at the drag
strip. Also much like being at the drag strip there would be the “WOOO! HOOO! sounds emitted
at high shrill volumes and fists being pumped in the air although I’ll admit I suspected this was not
intended as an endorsement nor an encouragement for a repeat performance. But I digress.
So I thought my plan to ease into each day all these years had been working for me until one day I had
performed the routine and immediately upon arising had discovered something was amiss. Gingerly
I made my way across the bedroom to the bathroom and turned on the light. I kept my eyes partly
closed as this was much easier on them. And then it happened. I opened my eyes and this old dude was
looking back at me from inside the mirror! I half expected a Twilight Zone voice over. Thinking quickly
I went back to the bedroom and grabbed the flashlight, you know the one they sell on the infomercials
between AARP insurance and the home security systems and the stair lift chairs and the Medic Alert
6
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- CONTINUED Necklaces? Wait what?
Here I was about to check for a two way
mirror prank when it dawned on me. All these
years I had been easing the clutch out every
morning while time was going ever deeper into
the redline and popping the clutch every time
the alarm clock went off. Despite my constant
adjustments and care time had been slipping
away and the effects of so many daily launches
were becoming obvious. Time had been beating
me to the finish line every day and thus driven
me into ever slower brackets while it was
moving into faster ones!
Quickly I ran through the list of yellow caution
signs I’d dismissed. My 30th birthday, my
40th, my 50th! My doctor talking to me about
something; blah blah blah Metamucil blah blah.
The creaky halloween door noises when I got
on or off a bike no matter how much or often I
greased it’s bushings and pivots. I soon realized
there was only one course of action to take.
I hit the gastrointestinal nitrous button and
angrily stomped my mental gearbox into
ramming speed.
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Stunt Show

FREE FOOD

July 7 5PM

Giveaways

th

Discounts

Bike Night

Factory Reps

Heyser Cycle Bike Night featuring Clint Ewing
July 7th, 2017 – 5pm to 8pm
Meet Professional Stunt Rider Clint Ewing
Stunt Shows Starting at 6pm and 7pm
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- 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATIONS! continued 3- Fourth of July at Sherando
Park

Enjoy music, food, and fireworks to
celebrate the 4th of July!
The park will be open all day, and the
pool will stay open until 8pm. Food
and amusements available starting at
5pm. D.J. at 6pm, Fireworks at dusk.

4- July 4th Celebration at Mount
Trashmore.
Celebrate America’s independence
with live music by local musicians,
delicious foods, and of course,
booming fireworks! When parking
lots at Mount Trashmore Park are full,
Edwin Drive between Independence
Boulevard and South Boulevard may
close.

5- Stars and Stripes Explosion On the beach at 20th Street and in the 17th, 24th and 31st Street
Parks Virginia Beach, A stage erected on the beach at 20th Street. A performance by Symphonicity and the

Virginia Beach Chorale. The presentation segues into a magical fireworks show that explodes over the oceanfront in
brilliant colors and patterns. Stars & Stripes Explosion is an unabashed tribute to the ideals, personalities, history, and
music of the United States. Fireworks at 9:30.

6- Fourth of July Fireworks - Williamsburg, VA. Join Colonial Williamsburg for a special militia muster. Enjoy a

salute to the 13 original states, featuring music performed by the Fifes and Drums, a display of the flags of each state,
and the firing of muskets and cannon. The day concludes with fireworks visible from both Market Square and Palace
Green.

7- 4th Of July Celebration Downtown Wytheville Enjoy food and drink vendors, kids activities, Skeeter’s
World Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest,
Dickie Boyle’s Memorial Classic Car
Cruise In, and various music artists
throughout the day. At 6:45 head to
Elizabeth Brown Park for an After Hours
concert, followed by fireworks.
- Continued page 34 -
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Top Bluetooth Motorcycle Helmets and Kits
Reprinted with permission from badasshelmetstore.com
You might have noticed that motorcycle helmet technology has moved very rapidly and
that today’s bike-to-bike communication systems are affordable and work very well. There are
also a variety of helmet accessories like helmet headphones and earbuds that use Bluetooth
technology. Although the range and specific details of helmet accessories vary between the
units, these kits are universal and can work on most full face, open face, and even half helmets
through either clamp-on systems or adhesives if you have a helmet that you just want to add
some communication to.
These are (complete helmets) ready to go:
Torc T14B Bluetooth Integrated Mako Full Face Helmet
O’Neal Commander Bluetooth Helmet
Hawk H-66 Dual-Visor Modular Motorcycle Helmet with Blinc Bluetooth
TORC T27 Full Face Modular Helmet with Integrated Blinc Bluetooth
TORC T10B Prodigy Full Faced Helmet with Blinc 2.0 Stereo Bluetooth Technology
BILT TECHNO 2.0 Bluetooth Motorcycle Helmet
TORC T14 Full Face Motorcycle Helmet EST: $190.00
The DOT Torc T14B Helmet has a fully removable and machine washable inner
liner. The smooth drop down sun visor protects your eyes from the glare of
the open road while you jam away to the music or talk with your friends on
the phone. (Not at super high speeds – of course) The dual density EPS shell
has an oval profile and is best suited for slightly oval shaped heads.
O’Neal Commander Bluetooth Helmet  EST: $270.00
According to helmet reviews, die-hard motorbike riders who want a stylish,
affordable helmet with a built-in Bluetooth device and good airflow love
this O’Neal Commander Bluetooth motorcycle helmet. The Commander is the
second iteration of the popular O’Neal Bluetooth racing helmets that allows
a Bluetooth compatible GPS, cellular phones and other media devices to easily
sync with the system so you can listen to turn-by-turn directions while you
stream to the built-in stereo speakers, with no wire hanging out against your
mouth.
      Hawk H-66 Flat Black Dual-Visor Modular Motorcycle Helmet
with Blinc Bluetooth EST: $170.00
The Hawk H-66 Bluetooth Motorcycle Helmet has a Blinc Bluetooth system
to offer MP3 music playback and rider-to-rider communication. drop down
shield on the inside ride all morning, afternoon and into the night. More
stock colors to choose from too when looking at this easy to setup helmet.
10
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TORC T27 Full Face Modular Helmet with Integrated
Blinc Bluetooth EST: $ 250.00
This ready-to-go bluetooth helmet from Torc has a helmet shell that is 20%
smaller than your typical size helmet, and offers equal rider protection. in 5
different colors, there is definitely one available that will suit your needs. Go
ahead and play music, talk on the phone and listen to turn by turn navigation
right inside your helmet with this modular helmet from Torc.
TORC T10B Prodigy Full Faced Helmet with Blinc 2.0
Stereo Bluetooth Technology EST: $220.00
With 2 speakers included, a noise cancelling mic, full duplex communications
with DSP filter, self-adjusting volume, glove friendly and waterproof
controls. You can also combine 2 or more blinc enabled helmets for rider to
rider and/or passenger communication up to 100 feet away! Now you you can
meet up or catch up easily via Bluetooth.
Bilt Techno 2.0 Bluetooth Motorcycle Helmet EST: $230.00
With 8 hour talk time and a 7 day stand-by time, Smartphone music sharing
through the stereo headset, and Universal intercom protocol that works
across all brands, this helmet is packed with options. talk with Hands free
mobile phone communication, Intercom-rider to rider, and 400m rider/
passenger range. no tools required shield replacement feature, and
Bluetooth capability built right in, you are going to love it.

- Half Shell Bluetooth Helmets Sena Cavalry Matte Black Half Helmet EST: $350.00
The new DOT Bluetooth Half shell helmet from Sena has a low pro removable
visor and is packed with features. It does come in gloss black or denim black.
Bluetooth 4.1 w/ Built-in FM radio. Hands-Free Profile (HFP). Advanced Audio
Distribution Profile (A2DP). Audio Video Remote Control Profile (AVRCP).
Advanced Noise Control/ Wind noise reduction. Supports up to 4 riders.
Sena Bluetooth Stereo Headset kit for half Helmets EST: $200.00
Stereo Headset and Intercom with Built-in FM Tuner. A simple ear pad
attachment for easy installation in your favorite helmet. Bluetooth 3.0 ranges
up to 760 yards and boasts a 4-way intercom for hooking up and chatting
with others. Adding the mic (included) is a great option for half style
helmets. Connect to your phone and listen to GPS navigation instructions,
your own music, or tune in the FM stereo and enjoy.
JULY/AUGUST 2015
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the 10 best Bluetooth motorcycle helmet kits
1. Sena 20S-01 Motorcycle Bluetooth 4.1 Communication System
EST: $270.00 ea
one of the most popular motorcycle Bluetooth communication systems available
in the market today. Bluetooth 4.1 technology with dual Bluetooth communication
modules enhances the headset’s performance, reliability and HD audio quality for
up to 2.0 km (1.2 miles).
		

2. Sena SMH5-01 Low-Profile Bluetooth Headset / Intercom
EST: $130.00
Designed specifically for bikes and scooters, the SMH5 series offers the bothway intercom feature which always connects you to motorcycle riders for
conversations. It offers sharing of music through the Bluetooth® stereo headset
for a crystal-clear sound.
3. Sena SMH10-10 Motorcycle Bluetooth Headset / Intercom
EST: $160.00
SMH10 has a unique range of connectivity which extends up to 900 meters (980
yards) while riding with your biker buddies. When paired with a Bluetooth®enabled phone, it allows hands-free calls and music sharing.

4. Avantree Waterproof Motorcycle Helmet Bluetooth Headset Kit
EST: $70.00
The Avantree Motorcycle Bluetooth Wireless Headset comes as a water resistant,
multipoint helmet device with intercom and dual speakers. It allows accepting
calls, listening to music, and GPS support.
5. UClear Digital HBC200 Force Bluetooth Helmet Audio System
EST: $225.00 & UP
The UClear Digital HBC200 HD Force audio system is a unique, round the year use
device with a multi accessories set fit for two helmets. It ensures riders with highquality connectivity and two options to deliver stereo audio for most helmet
styles.

12
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-CONTINUED6. Sena Bluetooth Stereo Headset and Intercom
EST: $199.00
The Sena range of products has brought to its customers some incredible
communication devices. Sena Bluetooth Stereo Headset and Intercom with built-in
FM Tuner is just one of them.
7. UCLEAR Digital AMP Pro Bluetooth Helmet Audio System
Single Kit EST: $240.00 & UP
The Helmet Audio gear is designed the on the basis of the sought after HBC Series,
having a more powerful processor.
You don’t just get Bluetooth 4.2 connectivity, you also have a better connection.
You get a natural voice and a great bass, and you are sure to love the clear highs.
8. Sena 20S-02 Motorcycle Bluetooth Communication System with Slim Speakers
EST: $270.00
The 20S is a robust motorcycle and power sport Bluetooth communication system.
It provides a compact and aerodynamic design that comes with a multifunction jog
dial that makes it very easy to control.
9. Sena SMH10R Low Profile Motorcycle Bluetooth Headset and Intercom
EST: $165.00
Sena SMH10R, although a Low profile gadget, has some rich, high-performance
features. It is an ultra slim, lightweight product and is an excellent choice for
riders who want to focus on their riding with minimum fuss.
10. SCS ETC Motorcycle Bluetooth Headset Speakers
EST: $90.00
SCS ETC helmet Bluetooth headset is made for those who love to engage in
dependable and robust wireless communications when you are riding.
You can sync it with just about any Bluetooth enabled phones and use it on most
motorcycle helmets easily.
*Editors note: this entire 4 page article was shared from http://badasshelmetstore.com/ and we

say thanks for that and such a great website too! They are on FaceBook also.
*Article was edited for space and appearance to fit our magazine but no information or opinion was added.
*availabilty and prices are estimates at time of printing and may vary in your location same as any product.
* prices may or may not include s&h, single or dual sets and/or accessories depending upon supplier and seller.
*Motorcycle Times and it’s employee’s encourages you to do your own research on your safety items, we are not
responsible for your choices, quality of goods or serviceability of items you purchase.
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ROLLING PHYSICS PROBLEM
BY GREG SHAMIEH

MOTOCONTENTMENT
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, wrote that “in the spring a young man’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love.”
With this bunch, though, it’s more likely that the fancy turns to thoughts of motolove. Or moto-lust. Mine
doesn’t, though. “But Dude,” you’re gonna say, “you’re like no way young”. Age is just a number, man, and
old ain’t where my head is at. That’s not the point, though.
Tennyson’s young man turns to thoughts of love because his heart is empty, and so he seeks a new
beloved, with which to fill it up. And while there was a time when spring had me looking at glossy bike mags,
and mooning in dealer’s windows, I no longer feel those irrational urgings, that drive to embrace the new.
And it’s not because new motorcycles aren’t attractive. Look at a Thruxton R, a MultiStrada or a SuperDuke
GT. That’s attractive.
My urge for motorcycle stepping out, for new motorcycle conquest, is diminished because I have
been blessed beyond belief as the contents of my garage provide me with everything motorcycle I could
possibly need.
It never occurred to me I’d end up a BMW bike nut. Like many riders, I thought of it as a form of
incurable illness. My first street motorcycle was a 1973 Honda CB750. The bike’s previous owner -- whose
fault everything always is -- had adopted a kind of hot rod chopper aesthetic -- blacked out, headers, mildly
overstock front end. It was great on the highway -- a magnificent motor -- but most of the changes hadn’t
helped. It developed a tendency to instantly lose all front end traction in
any kind of wet or less than perfect pavement conditions. Since I rode
when it rained I quickly tired of falling down. So I bought my R75/5.
The Toaster Tank is a motorcycle that was built in a country
where it rains nearly all the damn time. Except for some drum brake
drama when riding fully submerged, it runs otherwise without fuss
in rain, sleet, snow, whatever, and with much less crashing than my
previous motorcycle.
I’ve ridden that motorcycle everywhere - school, work, dirt roads,
powerlines, Arizona, the grocery store and dated Sweet Doris From
Baltimore -- my now wife of thirty years -- on it. SDFB will say, “Hon,
you have too many bikes -- you should sell one.” I’ll say, “I think I’ll sell the /5”. She’ll say “You can’t sell that
one, that’s our motorcycle.”
After owning the /5 for more than 30 years, I still ride her two or three times every week. 15 years
back I went scrambler with the bike before anyone knew what scrambler was - she has dual sport rubber
and the police solo saddle that was used on early GS models. It is a perfectly dependable if a little leaky
perfect dirt roads motorcycle - light, torquey and agile. Sounds like a little airplane and slides divinely. That
should be enough for anyone, right? It wasn’t. Which kind of explains my R90S.

14
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- CONTINUED I’d always wanted something a little more ‘muscular’. I did have a bad case of R90S lust. I’m a guy of
the 70s -- it was one of THE bikes of the 70s. But it seemed unattainable. So I gave up on the idea of ever
having one. Whereupon one basically fell into my lap. The previous owner (remember him?) had re-painted
the motorcycle. Yes, you read that right. They didn’t dig that black and silver stuff -- preferring a nice royal
blue with a hint of purple in it. It was the seventies, if that helps. So it was a little rough, it was a little weird,
but it was all there, and running, and then it was mine. For $1100.
It’s required a lot of love, a lot of patience and, well, more than a little money to get the S to where
it is today -- a lovely, bellowing, wheelying vintage sportbike with impeccable backroad manners. The
farmland around Jefferson is simply littered with twisting roads where the entire dance can be managed with
enthusiastic rollings on and rollings off of the throttle. On a day when
conditions are right, remember this bike has carburetors, and that those
carbs are Italian, catching third gear at around 5500 rpm gives just
a hint of how one of these motorcycles could have won the first AMA
Superbike title. Surely, surely… those two motorcycles are more than
enough?
In a word, No. When one’s daily transportation; the two
motorcycles above; get to be well more than 30 years old, arrival at
one’s destination can get to be a tad less than 100% deterministic.
Neither one’s spouse nor one’s employers are going to manage to get
entirely comfortable with that state of affairs. So when that point was reached, aforementioned nice lady
who won’t let me sell our courting bike flat out told me to buy a new
motorcycle. The thought of talking her out of it never crossed my mind.
So I bought a K1200LT, the only new motorcycle I have ever
owned. This is a bike for making miles and making them civilized. It’s a
bike I’ve ridden around Lake Superior, and back home to Maryland from
the Barber Museum in one day. The LT has enough luggage capacity to
allow me to attend business meetings in suit and tie, carry laptop and
lunch, and have enough space to stash my riding suit and helmet while
inside. It has great operating smoothness, startling handling and makes
6 to 800 mile days seem like warmups. LTs laugh at foul weather. It can
run out whole tanks of gas - 270 miles at a clip - in its cruise sweet spot at about 85 mph. All I do is throw oil,
gear oil and tires at it and it just vaporizes miles. I’ll be watching the odometer turn up its first 100,000 in a
couple of weeks.
So when the new model intro copies of the bike mags come, I am not drawn in, stimulated, seduced. What
can any of those new bikes do for me, that these motorcycles do not do so well already?
My heart is full. I have achieved moto-contentment.
Greg Shamieh
Editirs Note: Greg Shamieh is a lifelong motorcycle enthusiast, writer and historian who lives in the Two
Wheeled Heaven of Maryland’s Middletown Valley. He rides for daily transportation, sport, travel, meditation,
inspiration and illumination. His work appears on the Web at rollingphysicsproblem.wordpress.com.
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- SPECIAL FEATURE - by STEVIE LYNNE

THE FOX RUN
MOTO CAMP OUT
Moto Camp Out in Lancaster,
PA. It was inspired by a crossSlumber Party
country ride that founder
Whether you’ve been an active Lucy Sarah took in 2013 to a
participant at one or just in
motorcycle show in California.
the vicinity, those two words
She met a lot of female riders
should evoke memories of allthere, and wanted to host
night whispers, laughter, and
something similar that united
music. But what would happen women and brought them
if a few hundred grown women together in one area. So, what
had a sleep over in the woods
does happen when over 300
and most of them arrived by
bike-loving, adventure-seeking
motorcycle? You wouldn’t have women go camping? For one,
to worry about keeping it down you reunite with friends and
to a whisper then, now would
make new ones. I hadn’t seen
you? I had to get my answer to Bev in years and it was good
that question and a few more.
to catch up. I also got to meet
With a tent strapped to the bike some of the awesome women
and all the bags full of supplies, she rides with in a network also
off I rode one weekend in May. formed to help moto-fixated
My friend Bev had turned my
women connect, The Litas.
attention to this event online
What else do you do at The Fox
ahead of time, The Fox Run
Run? Ride in beautiful
Lancaster County taking
care to watch for horses
and buggies. Cheer on
burlesque dancers then
turn to oooh and ahhh
over a fire dancer. You
yourself dance half the
night away to fantastic
entertainment. Do
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yoga. Swap trip stories and
check out all the bikes. Shop
from sponsoring vendors for
riding clothes and gear, food
and drink, and more, like
Tarot readings. I had to take
advantage of the opportunity
to have my cards read by a
professional. Hope Diamond
was amazing. She gave me
lots of insight, as well as
some sound advice I’ve been
reminding myself to take heed

of ever since.
Lucy, the founder, says
competing against Marina
Grubb in the slow races (first
picture) is one of her favorite
memories this year. She and her
team of organizers are already
planning for the third annual
Fox Run next spring.
Plus, an inaugural co-ed Moto
Camp Out is in the works for
late September 2017 to coincide
with Open House happenings
in nearby York, PA. For details
check out www.thefoxrun.co
Stevie Lynne

LIVING THE DREAM!
The little girl on the blue bike is Cora Howlett and her
father is a coach & instructor at Motorcycle Xcitement!,
and a member of Howlett Racing Team. Cora’s ride began
after tech inspection where her bike got a safety check
and the coaches checked her helmet and gave her a Racer
Group Sticker. Her Dad, Noah took her out during the
street bike ride; a slow controlled parade lap around the
Shenandoah track at Summit Point Motorsports Park
during one of the Motorcycle Xcitement! classes. She
did her lap through all 22 turns of the track with Dad
following closely behind. Very cool! - Ed.
“My name is Diana Greene and I’m from Speed
of Life Photography. I do the track day photos for Roger
Lyle’s Motorcycle Xcitement and so many people liked
her photos I thought it might be cool for her to see one in
your magazine.” Editors note: Thanks Diana! You’re right!

Ride your bike on the Right Tracks !
It’s Safer and More FUN than you can imagine !
From street rider to racer, our programs and friendly
coaches will teach you how to handle the curves !
Have FUN at the track day, improve your skills with
hours of instruction and quality track time !
We proudly conduct our track days and schools at
Summit Point Motorsports Park, WV, one hour from
DC and Baltimore, and NCBIKE in Garysburg, NC !

Want to be a racer ? Take our Road Racing School !
Accredited by CCS, WERA, AHRMA

(above) Helmet
Inspection is
completed
and SAFETY
STICKER being
applied!
(left) Motorcycle
Tech Inspection
completed and
RACER GROUP
sticker applied!
Great pic of Dad &
Daughter!
It’s hard to tell who is
living the dream in this
picture!
BOTH OF THEM!

Speed of Life Photography

June 17
June 18

Sat
Sun

Jefferson
NEW course layout!
Father’s Day
Shenandoah

July 3
July 4

Mon
Tue

Summit Point
Summit Point + Racing School

July 15
July 16

Sat
Sun

NCBIKE
NCBIKE

July 31

Mon

Pitt Race

+ Racing School

August 13 Sun
August 14 Mon

Shenandoah
Summit Point + Racing School

August 26 Sat
August 27 Sun

NCBIKE
NCBIKE

Learn to ride smooth, safe and fast !

Go to MotorcycleXcitement.com
Roger Lyle 301-933-2599
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- BIKER BILLY COOKS WITH FIRE -

The Shop
Text & Recipe by Bill Hufnagle

It had been a long, long time—perhaps measured in eons—since I had visited a shop like this. Oh, mind you,
I have been to countless dealerships of factory bikes lately. Shiny new edifices of brick and steel, polished to a high
sheen, corporate logos blazing in neon. Highway billboards announcing their location for miles around. Service bays
so clean and brightly lit that they resembled hospital operating rooms. Fine coffee flowing free and maybe a pool
table to amuse you and some deep leather chairs to relax in while your steed is checked over and repaired. But not
here. There was nary a greaseless seat available; in fact, the most comfortable place to sit was the curb of the parking
lot. The only leather in sight was my riding gear and the only pool table was at the local bar/hooker hangout across
the alley. As for coffee, well, although I make it strong enough to tan your stomach, I decided to pass on theirs; the
smoke from the crusty pot smelled more like gear oil on an overheated muffler than coffee.
I was on the road, my machine needed service, and the nearest dealer didn’t work on my brand. So I found the shop.
What is it they say about any port in a storm? I pulled up near the service door and dismounted. Like junkyard dogs,
some shop kids came clamoring out to have a look-see at the unusual bike. Actually, my bike is not that unusual, but
compared to the rusty, greasy, well worn-out machines lined up outside, it was surely a rare sight. I have not seen
such a collection of dilapidated iron for almost as long as I haven’t seen a shop like this.
Here in the bad part of town, away from the genteel folks, where only the outcasts of society travel or ply their
trades is where, decades ago, all motorcycle shops were located. At that time dealers of factory bikes weren’t
commonly called dealerships, just motorcycle
shops, and they definitely did not cater to
Killer Queso Sauce
today’s mainstream biker clientele. In those
•
2 tablespoons butter
days we all were unwelcome in polite company,
•
1 medium-size onion, diced
•
1 tablespoon chopped garlic
but we always had a home at the shop. Back
•
2 canned chipotle peppers packed in adobo sauce, minced
in the halcyon days of my moto-youth, I spent
•
3/4 teaspoon ground cumin
•
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
uncountable hours—truly stated, days at a time—
•
1/4 cup half-and-half
hanging around shops much like this one.
•
2 cups shredded mild cheddar cheese
Of course, those long-ago shops were less
cramped and slightly cleaner than this one, since
rents, and everything else for that matter, were
cheaper, and the equipment was probably newer
than the bikes being worked on. Here, a look into
the dark recesses of the service area revealed six
bike lifts crammed into what would be the area of
two service bays at a modern dealership.
Under the dim glow of humming and flickering
fluorescent lamps, aided by a few yellowish
pools of illumination from work lights, the art of
motorcycle repair was being practiced.
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1. Melt the butter in a small skillet over medium heat. Add the onion
and cook, stirring, until golden brown, 5 to 7 minutes. Add the garlic
and cook, stirring, until the garlic begins to color, 1 to 2 minutes.
2. Fill the bottom half of a double boiler not quite halfway with boiling
water and place over medium heat. You don’t want the top part of
the double boiler to be in direct contact with the water. Every so
often, check the water level to ensure that the pot does not boil dry.
Keep another pot of water boiling on the stove so you can add water
if necessary. Transfer the sautéed onion and garlic to the top of the
double boiler. Add the cumin, white pepper, and half-and-half and
stir well to dissolve the spices. Add the cheese and stir until it melts
and a smooth sauce forms. Keep warm over the simmering water
until ready to serve.
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Makes about 2 1/2 cups

- BIKER BILLY COOKS WITH FIRE A careful eye revealed that, although most of the machinery of the shop was older and greasier than the bikes on
the lifts, it was all well cared for. Which was more than you could say for the bikes. Yes, this was a contemporary of
the shops I haunted long ago, albeit now with the accumulated grime and wear and tear of the last several decades.
Perhaps this is how I, and some of you, look to the new blood of our sub-culture—old and crusty, far from hip and
new.
But can you blame them for considering shops like this, and vintage riders like us, as old and crusty? After all, most
new folks in our sport have come along in the new golden years of motorcycling. A world built by the hard work
and investment of dedicated enthusiasts like the folks at this shop, aided over decades by the corporate success of
America’s only surviving original motorcycle manufacturer and more recently the reanimated domestic competition.
How many new folks are flooding to our ranks each year? How many come with their minds filled with images of TVstar bike-building in sano shops that are more stage sets than actual workplaces? Back in the day, if you drifted into
this lifestyle, it was around shops like this, populated by old-timers with cigars permanently attached to their faces
and grease tattooed into their hands. Punk kids like me were not welcomed openly, yet we were accepted and little
did we know how much they liked having us around to learn the ways of the wheel and the wrench. “Sweep the floor,
kid, and keep out of my way!” Well, that was then as this is now, but one thing has remained the same—this shop did
right by me, good work at a fair price, with a greasy handshake thrown in for good measure.
Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2017. Recipe reprinted with permission from “BIKER BILLY’S HOG WILD ON A HARLEY
COOKBOOK”, published by Harvard Common Press, Boston copyright Bill Hufnagle 2003.
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ONE MAN’S FURY

Meet Bill Burnley. Bill likes to customize his motorcycles.
Much like I said in a past editorial, you buy a bike after some thought and reflection and then change things to make it suit you.
And then you probably sell it and get another. And the process repeats.
Yes, meet Bill Burnley. Bill likes to customize his motorcycles.
I think you’ll like it too.

Enter stage left the 2013 Honda Fury in the near flawless factory gloss black.
The paint was one of the few things to be left alone!
For starters, the triple trees were swapped out for Morton Custom’s 7 ° Chromed units to refine the chopper look and feel.
A Reaper front fender was given the nod and color matched to offset and compliment the deeply chromed stock front wheel.
Bill felt that Honda gave the bike some pretty good looking lights so they remained stock.
The stock bars were fine too, but to fine tune the front end the Ho-Hum Honda grips, levers and switches had to go and so they
were upgraded to chromed Kuryaken parts.

Bill thought the stock seat had some fine lines and worked just fine so that was left alone.
However, Bill knew the motor was choking on the puny air filter system so twin Kuryaken chrome breathers were carefully
selected and installed - one on each side for basically 100% more air flow.
Naturally this required exhaust modification and thus Bill said “let there be Vance and HInes pipes” and so there was.
And thunder echoed when he rode. And it was good.
At this point other engine visuals required upgrades. Those air cleaners and pipes demanded more and better chrome bits on
the engine wherever possible. So Bill once again turned to Kuryaken and surrendered his wallet and turned all those green things
inside it into chrome things outside it!
Now some guys would stop here. As I said, the stock wheels were chromed, so the back end was looking good.
Other guys want to get those final little finishing details and so Bill turned to the tail light and license light and plate mounts.
A custom tail light was selected and installed and the tag and it’s light were relocated to a chopper side mount.

At last Bill’s Fury was complete! He rode it awhile whenever he could.
Then he traded it in on a Can Am trike and he rode that for a while. Bill told me he is now astride a new Harley Heritage.
Well, I can’t wait to watch that happen. I already have my microwave Kettle Corn and a six pack.
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THE WRITE GRIP
If I only had the listI mean nerve…

The older I get, the more I seem to forget. Then again, maybe my memory was never the best to
start with…I don’t remember. See how vicious that cycle can be?
I’m sitting at my desk which is covered with a smattering of Post-it notes, reminders of all sorts
of things scribbled all over them. I’ll admit there is a bit of a festive feel, like the Memory Fairy
marched by tossing giant-sized confetti my way to help me out. But it’s a beautiful day and I’d rather be riding.
Since I can’t go play yet my alternative is to ignore the multi-colored lists and dream of trips that
are on the way, or reminisce about others past. Thankfully some of those stick in my mind as easy as
the words of a song I can sing along to even if it’s been twenty years since I heard it last.
There are people you meet that can make certain rides memorable. A chance encounter with
one such person has left me with words I’ll never forget. It happened during an outing where
about 6 or 7 of us girls had taken the scenic
route to a bike show. We stopped at a bar
and grill on the way back and were seated at
a long table in a section set up for larger parties. There was some sort of a celebration
going on next to us, but I didn’t pay much
attention to anything outside of our own shenanigans.
At one point, I thought a fly had landed on
my shoulder, and I still thank God I looked
back instead of swatting at it because I would
have smacked her hand. No bug there when I
turned around- I was facing a tiny, elderly lady
from the other occupied table who had come
over and tapped me. Thinking we must have
gotten loud, (who us?), to the point of disturbing her I got ready to apologize.
Instead she leaned over and said, “I just
wanted to let you know I think what you
ladies are doing is wonderful, and I wish I’d
had the nerve when I was younger.”
It took me a second to realize she was talking
about riding motorcycles rather than scarfing
down burgers. The boots, bandanas, vests,
22
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- CONTINUED and the like must have given us away. Still, I wasn’t sure what to say at first. Usually if someone
tells me they want to ride a motorcycle I tell them to do it. Given her apparent physical limitations
I realized that response would have been asinine so I simply thanked her. Little did either of us
know how many times I’d think of her and thank her after that. Basically, any time I just needed
that extra nudge to get my nerve up to step out of my comfort zone and try something new.
The man who had helped her walk over, (her son I think), gave us all a good laugh with a story
about the one and only time he ever got on a bike. Decades before, his buddy bought a motorcycle and offered to give him a ride. He got on the back, then wound up on his back after falling off
when the friend sped away. Meanwhile the older woman stood and beamed at all of us as if we
were actual members of her family. I suppose in a way we are, kindred spirits or sisters looking for
adventures big and small. I hope she had many of her own, even if none of them involved riding
motorcycles.
What about you? Plenty of things beyond our control can stop us from doing something we
want to do. There are also goals we wish we could reach, and the main obstacle is simply working up the nerve.
Think of what you would like to experience before it’s too late and go for it.
With that it’s about time for me to switch gears
from looking back to planning for rides coming
up, which means making more sticky lists of
things I’d better not forget to do or pack. Now if
only I could remember where I put my pen.
Stevie

THE RIGHT DIRECTION

JOIN US FOR BREAKFAST AND A RIDE
EVERY MONTH!

EAT 9 A.M. RIDE 10A.M.
DIAMOND STATE GRILL
913 S. DuPONT HWY, DOVER, DE, 19901

Family Friendly, All Welcome!

UPCOMING RIDES:
COVERED BRIDGES, DE,MD,PA
WILDLIFE PRESERVE VISITS
SUNDAY ICE CREAM RIDES
MORE RIDES / EVENTS T.B.A.
emanonriders@yahoo.com
“Sober, Safe and Sane”
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND -

NORTH BY NORTHWEST
Text & Photos by Robert H. Miller, www.backroadbob.com

With time being shorter and shorter every day, us Baby Boomers had better take the bull by the horns or forever
hold our peace. If this is the year for your trip to Alaska, Victoria BC provides a perfect starting point. If it’s not Alaska
this year, how about Banff? Or just a trip to check out beautiful British Columbia? Either way, it’s time to get down to it
before it’s too late.
With Vancouver, British Columbia (pop. 600,000) being one of the hippest and hottest cities in the world, it’s sister
city, Victoria (pop. 80,000), could easily be overlooked, but it shouldn’t be. More picturesque, more intimate, and more
friendly than Vancouver (if that’s possible) you can enjoy the wilderness and empty roads of Vancouver Island (300 x
60 miles), where Victoria is located, and hit the nearby mainland motorcycle bucket-list destinations of Whistler, The
Sunshine Coast (sunshinecoastcanada.com), and Route 99 too. For the more adventurous, motorcycle rental shops in
Victoria and Vancouver can accommodate your road trips to Banff, Jasper, and Glacier Canadian National Parks on
your way to Calgary, Alberta (700 miles).
Victoria’s motorcycle scene, like most sizable North American cities, consists of custom, chopper, and rental shops in
varying degrees, plus some motorcycle friendly cafes. A few days exploring Victoria by motorcycle before heading off
for your bucket-list destinations is time well spent.
Cycle BC (victoria.cyclebc.ca), Victoria’s largest motorcycle rental shop, has a fleet of motorcycles, scooters, and
bicycles to meet all of your two-wheeled needs. Whether you want a scooter or one of those spunky new CBR300s for
urban exploration or a larger motorcycle for riding the 150-mile Pacific Marine Circle Route (The Loop), the nice folks
at Cycle BC will take care of you.
The Loop follows the coast north out of Victoria to Duncan where it turns west (inland) and traverses the desolate
interior before meeting the coast again at Port Renfrew and turning east back to Victoria. Along the way you’ll see the
Pacific Ocean coastline, picturesque fishing villages, and the Canadian bush, where you may spot a moose, a bear, or
a cougar. Yes, a cougar. One of Vancouver Island’s claims to fame is that it holds the world’s largest concentration of
cougars. It’s not unusual for police to answer a midnight (four-legged) cougar call on one of these elusive creatures in
Victoria’s neighborhoods or even downtown.
Anders, who has managed the Cycle BC Victoria shop for eight years, is knowledgeable, accommodating, and experienced. Cycle BC has been around for twenty-five years so they know what they are doing. Anders can also do long term
(a month plus) self-guided motorcycle rentals if you’d like to begin your northwest motorcycle adventure from Victoria,
which is a good way not to miss the unique flavor (Asian meets British meets Native American) of Vancouver Island
before beginning your mainland western British Columbia motorcycle adventure. If you don’t have time to explore
Victoria and Vancouver Island, Cycle BC can start you off from their Vancouver location too.
If that month long exploration of the northwest isn’t possible, you could explore Victoria, Vancouver Island, and the
near coastal western British Columbia mainland motorcycle destinations of the Sunshine Coast (a 100-mile coastline
route from Langdale to Lund along western British Columbia), Whistler (100 miles not including the one and one-half
hour ferry ride from Vancouver Island to Vancouver) and Route 99 on your own or enjoy a guided tour with Victoria’s
Sport Motorcycle Island Tours (SMIT). Allan Daly at SMIT does a very rare and brave thing - he allows you to rent
his prized motorcycle collection and then leads you on a guided tour of Upper Vancouver Island, western British Columbia’s near coastal favorite motorcycle road Route 99 to Whistler, or even on an extended route (650 miles) to Kamloops, Kelowna, and Chilliwack then back to Victoria via the ferry at Vancouver. Why does he do this? “I just like to
ride and I want to share the experience”, is what he’ll tell you.
The SMIT fleet is comprised of some very fine motorcycles, including VTRs, KZ750s, and 929s, Why the emphasis on
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND open class bikes? “You need them to power over the mountains we’ll be crossing”, is his reasoning. Allan spends a lot
of time and miles in the near coastal areas of western British Columbia so he really knows the roads there.
If you have the time to explore Victoria you can stop by to see Jay Burnham’s Freakshow Chopper’s award winning
Fantasma Del Lago or Whiplash Customs where Al Lambeth will restore your vintage motorcycle or just about anything else you have. Sandy’s (next to Weed’s Social Club) has a couple of bobbers and cafes on display in their front
window, and Picnic Coffee House (picniccoffee.tumblr.com) is a motorcycle friendly gathering spot, but if want all
three in one place head to Wheelies (www.wheeliesmotorcycles.com). A vintage custom shop, a cafe, and eatery all in
one that attracts large crowds with its almost nightly live music and art events. Their food is so good they even cater! If
you just want a true English pub experience head to the Crow & Gate or the Sticky Wicket.
Victoria also has several motorcycle clubs including the Victoria MC, Pacific NW MC, and the British Columbia
Coalition of Motorcyclists (bccom-bc.com) that is a lobbying organization for British Columbia motorcyclists. The
PNWMC is an umbrella organization consisting of over twenty road and off-road clubs that host an impressive list of
events. Clubs here aren’t centered around specific brands – there aren’t enough riders for that, but around the desire to
ride. When you talk to these club members, they’ll tell you, “The riding is what’s most important to us”. They’ll also
tell you they head straight to the United States for their touring needs after they’ve visited the requisite Canadian National Parks unless they’re dual sporting which western Vancouver Island has an abundance of.
There’s enough motorcycling interest in Victoria that the local television station broadcasts a motorcycle themed show
named Farkle Garage produced by videographer/underwater and underice photographer/outdoors man/motorcyclist
Paul Beilstein. It aims to spotlight all the motorcycle related activities in Victoria and on Vancouver Island. Pauls’s
eclectic group of friends like an eclectic group of motorcycles, but mainly they just like to ride.
Another reason to tour Vancouver Island and head on over to Banff is the monetary exchange rate. Just by being in
Canada your American dollar goes twenty percent farther and that means twenty percent more touring to do. The only
drawback is the price of fuel and even that’s not too bad. A gallon of gas goes for $3.00 and we can all remember when
we paid that and more not so long ago.
Victoria has even more unique claims to fame with the busiest seaplane base in the world and the only airplane control
tower located in a harbor, a large neighborhood of houseboats (Fisherman’s Wharf), plus a working fishing boat fleet,
and a chance to do a Windjammer-style (where you hoist the sails) three hour cruise on the Pacific Ocean’s Juan de
Fuca Strait aboard the Tall Ship Thane – a fifty five foot gaff-rigged ketch. Another first for most people would be a
thrilling seaplane ride over Victoria Harbor and the nearby islands and shoals in one of Harbour Air’s classic DeHaviland Otters. Their fleet of twenty-four Otters may be largest collection of these Canadian bush workhorses in the world.
Harbour Air also offers service to Vancouver, Butchart Gardens, and Whistler if they’re on your list.
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- ALWAYS A HEADWIND - CONTINUED Walking around Victoria’s Inner Harbour you’ll see the impressive 1898 Parliament Building adorned with thousands
of lights that provide the iconic night time image of Victoria that appears in every tourist brochure and website and
hear the almost constant buzzing of float planes landing and taking off (their hours are restricted so they don’t disturb
the tourists too much). The Empress Hotel is there too. The rest of the city is full of cottages, bungalows, and Englishstyle terraced houses (row houses) covered in ivy and hidden by shrubbery that overgrows everything because of the
mild weather and plentiful rainfall. Victoria weather isn’t as wet as Vancouver’s, but the icy Pacific Ocean waters mean
you’ll be donning your jacket every time an offshore breeze starts up and taking it off when the wind changes to onshore – which is about every five minutes. Victorians say if you don’t like the weather just wait a few minutes and it
will change.
Victoria is known as the “Garden City” and it’s easy to see why. It seems every house has a flower garden, flower boxes, and flowering planters making it a gardener’s delight. Hanging flower baskets adorn every lamp post, the Parliament
Building grounds, and fresh cut flowers are available in every market – large or small. The abundance of gardens may
have something to do with the nearby Butchart Gardens - a gardener’s utopia created by Jennie Butchart, the wife of
Robert Butchart who make millions selling Portland cement from the former quarry that is the garden grounds. If you
visit the gardens be certain to leave time for the boat tour of Brentwood Bay that boards at the far end of the gardens.
The gardens are full of over sized flowering plants that have grown to such Little Shop of Horrors proportions they are
hardly recognizable.
Victoria is full of bars, cafes, and restaurants that make for delightful wandering throughout its neighborhoods and
downtown. Firsthand “thumbs up” goes to Kyu Noodles (in the Chinatown neighborhood) for an $8 bowl of noodles
you cant hardly finish, steak at the Bar & Grille on the Inner Harbour below the visitor’s center, the veal or lamb shanks
at Il Terrazzo, the fish (halibut) and chips at Flying Otter, and Wonton Noodle House for over the top Chinese fusion in
so many varieties it’ll make your head spin. Have some fun there and make everyone order something different so you
can easily share using their Lazy Susan tables.
Victoria is an extremely walkable city. You can walk from one end to the other in thirty minutes or take the bus for
$2.00 one way. The bus can take you to Victoria from the Victoria Airport (which is actually fifteen miles north in
Sidney) or you can take the YYJ Shuttle for $16 (one-way) or a cab for $44 (one-way). If you’re looking for a local
bottle of wine head to a provincial liquor store where prices are as much as thirty-five percent less than private establishments. Efficiency rooms (those with sink and stove) are popular with Canadians and can be found in many hotels/
motels. If you’ve chosen one of these rooms the place to stock it is the market on Menzies Street. There are romantic
B&Bs, luxury waterfront hotels, and chain motels all within walking distance or a short bus ride from the Inner Harbour. You can’t hardly go wrong (let TripAdvisor be your guide).
Victoria is beautiful, unique, and full of some of the friendliest people on earth. For an East Coaster it takes a couple of
days not to be suspicious of these extremely friendly folks, but don’t be surprised if you’re invited to join strangers for
dinner at their table or even at their home. They don’t want anything from you - they just like people. Victoria can serve
as a jumping off point for your own northwest adventure and that should be enough for you to get your bags packed and
your passport in order.
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CONFESSIONS OF A FEMALE RIDER

IT’S MORE FUN ON THE RIGHT BIKE!
By Liz Sorrell, Motorcycle Law Group
In 2007, after obtaining my motorcycle endorsement, I quit my job as a prosecutor and began a new career at Tom McGrath’s
Motorcycle Law Group. The ride has been better than I had hoped for. As a member of the Motorcycle Law Group, I have had the
opportunity to help other motorcyclists in ways that I had not previously considered.
I travel throughout Virginia and North Carolina to speak to groups of motorcyclists. Being able to share my knowledge with
members of the many motorcycle clubs and organizations throughout the Southeast has been one of the best parts of my
job. Instead of sitting at my desk, I get to ride out and meet with people to give them knowledge that they need to prepare
themselves and their families in the event they are injured by the reckless actions of another.
When I began riding, it was on a bike that was chosen for me by someone else. They were an experienced rider and did their best
to select a bike that fit what they thought I needed. It did not take long for me to realize, despite the best intentions, it was not
the right motorcycle for me. The baby apes looked cool, but they weren’t functional because I could barely reach the clutch. The
same was true for the forward controls, which were designed for a person with longer legs than mine. The seat was too wide, the
brakes were stiff; I could go on and on. As cool as that 1998 Harley Davidson Springer may have looked, it was not the right bike
for me.
Why do so many of us ladies end up on motorcycles that are not right for us? Too often we let someone close to us tell us what
is right for us. If you have never made that mistake, good for you. I did. Thank God for all of the kind motorcyclists who came to
my aid back then, otherwise I would still be sitting on the pavement at one of the numerous stoplights where I dropped my bike.
I have since attended many garage nights. I have learned how how to lift a down motorcycle, change my own oil and countless
other skills that are so important to know. I have also bought a different bike. Learning those skills has been great, but they did
not make my bike any easier to ride.
As a new rider I did not know what I needed in a motorcycle; I do now. Unlike before, I now feel in complete control of my
machine. I can stop my bike on a dime, ride in a figure eight, and walk the bike backwards with my head turned without worrying
that I will drop it. Now I realize that the right bike is the bike that you are comfortable with. For some ladies that may be a big
cruiser. For others, it may be a smaller, more agile sport bike.
The point is that the right bike is the bike that allows you to enjoy your ride. My motorcycle and I cover a lot more territory than
I used to, and it is truly a blessing I take a special pride in, especially seeing my other sisters on the road. Ladies, there are a lot of
us out there who are not content to simply be a passenger. We want the throttle in our hands. Purchase a bike that allows you to
enjoy your ride!
Liz Sorrell
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968
Motorcyclelawgroup.com
Liz Sorrell is a partner at the Motorcycle Law Group, a personal injury law firm whose attorneys all ride motorcycles and practice
in VA, NC, SC, GA and WV. Liz has successfully represented hundreds of clients in VA, NC and WV. She often lectures with regard to
laws affecting motorcyclists, recently worked as an adjunct professor with Saint Leo University and works with motorcycle rights
organizations. To learn more about the Motorcycle Law Group, visit MotorcycleLawGroup.com.
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MOTOR-OSOPHY LIFE ON TWO WHEELS
ROBERT HUNT
High Plains Drifting
The snow finally melted in the low lands of Colorado so 3 friends and I decided to take off from Denver for
a weekend ride to the Great Plains of Eastern Colorado. Our plans were to leave at 5:30 pm on Friday evening and
camp out two nights and return home on Sunday. After a few hours on the road, we arrived in Wray, Colorado as
the sun set and by the time we got to our campground it was already dark. Traveling in early May is a little tricky
because the sun sets quicker than expected. We used our cycle’s headlights for some artificial light and set up camp
at a great little place just outside the city limits. Once our tents were set up, we hit the road in search of dinner
and found a great burger place to eat. When we arrived at the restaurant, a stranger on a cycle followed us in to
the restaurant’s parking lot. We chatted for a bit and invited him to eat with us. We began our meal with a total
stranger joining us and it was a great meal. He rode a 2015 Kawasaki Verses and open carried a 9mm Berretta on his
left hip (open carry means you can see he carried a gun!) and we thought this guy was either going to kill us or be a
really nice guy and luckily, he was a nice guy and a motor head who loved talking motorcycles!
Riding through the prairie is not for everyone. Some folks just don’t understand the wonders of such
places. Adrenaline junkies will miss the excitement of the curvy roads through the mountains and others will just
think the Great Plains lack a diverse scenery. There is nothing wrong with such opinions; beauty is a matter of
perspective. The prairie provides a place where the simplicity of the environment enhances the micro elements of
everyday sights. The colors of the sky seem more vibrant and enriched. The contrast between the grass, road and
horizon is acute beyond detail. The way that the grass blows from side to side almost mimics “the wave” one might
see at a baseball game. The visual aspect of the Great Plains lacks the shock and awe value of a colossal mountain
landscape or sandy ocean beach but if you open your mind to its mystic charm, you will find as we did a wondrous
environment to enjoy.
On Saturday morning, we got up early and broke camp. We only had two objectives to achieve. Our goal was
to ride to both the Sand Creak Massacre Monument and the Grenada Japanese Relocation Camp both in South
Eastern Colorado. Riding south from Wray Colorado, we arrived at Sand Creek Massacre Monument outside of
Chivington, Colorado around noon. The road to the monument off the state highway is an 8 mile long hard pack dirt
road. If you take it slow, this road is safe enough to travel. The monument is run by the National Park Service and
it’s worth its weight in historical gold. We learned the terrible history of this place, where more than 220 Native
Americans (mostly women, elderly and children) were slaughtered by members of the US Army so long ago. The
mood of the park was eerie and somber as if a cloak of sadness surrounds the hollowed grounds. As a veteran of
the US Army, I listened and learned of this terrible event in deep sadness and wondered how individuals could do
such terrible things.
Our next stop was the Grenada Japanese Relocation Camp where America relocated more than 7,500 Japanese
Americans during World War Two. This site is surely worth a visit. The roads throughout the old internment camp
are made of loose dirt soil and motorcyclists should consider walking the area and parking their cycles at the
entrance. The buildings in the camp were torn down after World War 2 but the foundations still exist. A re-creation
of the camp’s water tower, barracks and guard tower have been built so visitors can better understand the life of
the Japanese American Citizens in the internment camp. During our visit at the camp we saw a wild fire seem to
originate out of nowhere. It was the strangest event. As we explored the ruins of an old guard tower we noticed a
small amount of smoke drifting from the ground about 100 yards outside the boarders of the camp. Within one
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minute the trickle of smoke turned to something more daunting and we noticed a small flame in the open field. We
called 911 and reported the situation immediately. By the time we left the park, there were more than 3 fire trucks
working the fire. I believe the fire ignited in the county landfill that lies adjacent to the Internment Camp. This was just
another random odd situation that we witnessed during our trip.
After learning about such ugly times in my country’s history, my mind really went adrift during the ride to our next
camp site. Both parks were thought provoking entities that every American should visit. We as a society need to learn
of these events and visit these places, in hopes that we as a culture will never be doomed to repeat such actions. I
am not proud of the history of those places but their stories serve to remind us that we can do better as a society
to prevent bigotry and racism so this type of behavior will never happen again. If these ugly events can take place in
beautiful Eastern Colorado the same type of situations can play out anywhere in America. We all can and must do
better and should be made aware of the evil that lurks in the heart of mankind.
I would be remiss if I did not at least mention the phenomenal small towns that dot the landscape of Eastern
Colorado. There is just something eccentric and right about these places. The people are friendly and polite. These
are the type of places that make one feel welcome as soon as you arrive. I always thought that these small towns in
America represent what the term home should be.
Our motorcycling trip through Eastern Colorado ended up being a historical trek for knowledge which made the trip
even more impressive. The trip was organized around a simplistic plan without a ton of complications. We traveled
without a detailed agenda nor plan of route. Only armed with sleeping bags, tents and wet weather gear, we hit the
road heading east towards the Great Plains. Our goal was to see a few historical sites and sleep under the stars for a
few nights of motorcycling bliss.
Eastern Colorado is part of the Great Plains and is rural beyond measure. This part of the country has escaped modern
inconveniences that tend to overwhelm us. Traffic is non-existent, life feels slower and the environment is defined
by a vast wide-open sky that lasts as far as the eye can see. Riding through the plains is not filled with twisty roads or
gnarly sloping cliffs. One must head 4 hours west towards the mountains for that type of scenery but there is a certain
amount of majestic bliss that one feels while riding through the open vast scenic landscape. The trip is highlighted
by never ending open skies and vast fields. It’s this environment that provides a mystic key to one’s mind and allows
profound freedom of thought. The panoramic view of never ending prairie grass is a wonder to observe. Take a chance
on places you have never seen, you never know what interesting things you can find.
EDITORS NOTE: Rob Hunt has been riding since 2001 when he bought his first Yamaha for $800. He has been addicted
to riding ever since. Rob currently rides a 2013 Honda Interstate but has never met a bike he didn’t like.
Rob is married and has two teenaged sons and works as Unit Manager in the corporate sector. He received his B.A.
in History from Buffalo State College and loves to combine his interest in history with his passion of riding and writing about the experiences. After college Rob volunteered for two years with AmeriCorps National Civilian Community
Corps. After a tour in Iraq with the United States Army, Rob started writing and began scribing his own blog which
primarily focused on the joy of Riding Motorcycles. Rob has been to every state in the continental United States and his
current goal is to ride to Alaska in the next two years then go to and ride Hawaii on a motorcycle rental.
You can read Rob’s blog at: twotiretirade.wordpress.com
Ed.
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Why Motorcyclists Can’t Afford to Just Sit Back and Enjoy the Ride
Many different things draw people to motorcycling. For some, it’s the sense of freedom. For others, it’s a
source of relaxation, even exhilaration. If you’re like me, it’s to some degree all of the above. That said, it’s the ride we
crave regardless of what each of us gets from it. This time of year, roads are packed with motorcyclists sitting back (or
forward) and just enjoying the ride. Which begs the question: can we, as avid motorcyclists, afford to do that?
I have the privilege of being able to attend motorcycle rights conferences around the country. It has allowed me to take
some fantastic rides in some of the prettiest parts of this nation. I remember attending one conference a few years ago
put on by the Motorcycle Rider’s Foundation (MRF), in Frisco, Colorado. If you’ve been to Colorado, you know it’s
some of the prettiest riding country you’ll ever encounter. Yet on a gorgeous Saturday in June, I found myself not on
my bike riding the Rockies, but in a room with motorcyclists from around the country discussing issues riders face all
around the United States. Some of the issues being addressed by the participants included working to:
•

Prevent motorcyclists from being excluded from public parking lots, roads and parking garages

•

Eliminate roadside checkpoints aimed only at motorcyclists

•

Address the ever-growing problem of distracted driving

•

Prohibit the use of higher ethanol blends at the pump until the effects on motorcycle engines can be further studied

•

Lobby for legislation allowing motorcyclists to safely and reasonably proceed when they are stuck at a traffic light
that will not recognize them

•

Prevent legislation which arbitrarily sets age restrictions for passengers on motorcycles

•

Partner with state and local governments to promote sensible motorcycle awareness campaigns

These are all real issues being faced by real riders. As I took in everything being discussed, I thought to myself: What
would riding be like if no one was addressing these issues on behalf of motorcyclists? The answer was chilling. It’s
easy to sit back, enjoy the ride, and count on everything being all right. But can we afford to do that? If we all did, we
may soon find no ride left to sit back and enjoy.
So what can you do to protect yourself and the activity we all love and cherish? Take some simple steps to become
involved in protecting the rights of fellow motorcyclists. I’m not suggesting everyone start riding all over the country
attending seminars (though it is a great excuse to ride all over the country).
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Get involved locally. Start paying attention to positions your local, state and federal legislators take regarding issues
affecting motorcyclists. Share your thoughts in letters and emails. Write letters to the editor of your local paper. Go
to City Council or County Board meetings. Join a motorcycle rights organization and attend their lobby day, when
motorcyclists go the State Capitol to discuss important issues with elected officials. I also encourage you to join the
MRF, an organization dedicated solely to protecting the rights of American motorcyclists (learn more and join at mrf.
org).
There are numerous ways to protect your rights as a motorcyclist. The ways are limitless, bound only by your passion
and imagination. There is, however, a wrong way, and that’s to count on someone else to do it. That someone may be
sitting back, enjoying the ride and counting on you.
If you have any questions or comments concerning this article or any other matters concerning your rights as a
motorcyclist, please feel free to contact me at 1-800-321-8968 or matt@motorcyclelawgroup.com.
Matt Danielson
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968
MotorcycleLawGroup.com
Matt Danielson is a partner at the Motorcycle Law Group, a personal injury law firm whose attorneys all ride
motorcycles and represent clients in GA, VA, WV, NC and SC. He also serves as a lobbyist, adjunct professor and works
with motorcycle rights organizations throughout the country.
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Motorcycle
Campground
For Sale
Turnkey &
Affordable
The Campground
Connection
(616) 532-4835

AMSOIL
www.oil.somd.biz.
866.6am.soil
Car, Truck, Van
Motorcycle &
ATV - UTV OILS!
Jay Hansen

Ask about discounts and free

shipping!
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- 4TH OF JULY CELEBRATIONS! continued - VIRGINIA TOP 10 CONTINUED -

8- Celebrate America With Manassas
Celebrate America this Independence Day with one of the largest fireworks displays in Northern
Virginia! The party starts at 3PM. There will be great rides for the kids, food concessions, a bicycle
decorating contest, a pie baking contest and a watermelon eating contest! Be sure to bring your lawn
chairs and blankets and come early to get the best seats on the Manassas Museum Lawn. NEW THIS
YEAR! A rooftop party with the best views of the City fireworks will be taking place this year on the
top level of the parking garage! Fireworks at 9:15PM!
9- 4th of July in the Abbitt Planetarium - Spirit of America
Raining outside? Can’t stand the mosquitoes? All the good viewing spots taken? No worries! Celebrate America with this patriotic laser show in the Virginia Living Museum’s nice cool theater. “Spirit
of America” mixes great patriotic music with America-inspired rock and roll and songs that have
defined American music. Rock on to great artists like John Fogerty, Garth Brooks, Lee Greenwood and
so many, many more. Don’t miss out on some Independence Day fun! Recommended for ages 6 and
up. Shown at 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 p.m.
10- 4th of July Stars in the Sky
Everyone is invited to the Virginia Peninsula’s biggest Independence Day party: Fourth of July Stars
in the Sky at Victory Landing Park. This waterside park, which offers spectacular views of the James
River, is filled with 20,000 people As dusk approaches, the stage comes alive with music. As the last
note from the concert ends, the sky over the James River explodes with a kaleidoscope of color in a
spectacular fireworks show.
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PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE/WASHINGTON

The Event Center by Cornerstone
46 N. Sugan Road
New Hope, PA 18938

Turf Valley Resort
2700 Turf Valley Road
Ellicott City, MD 21042

REGISTRATION: 8:30 - 10 a.m.
KICKSTANDS UP: 10:30 a.m.
Rain or shine!

REGISTRATION: 7:30 - 9 a.m.
KICKSTANDS UP: 9:30 a.m.
Rain or shine!

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2017

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2017
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- EVENTS CALENDAR -

We want to list your motorcycle event in DelMarVa, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and D.C.
Send the details to mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com and add us to your mailing list.
Event listings are free and may include an online listing.
Event details may change so we encourage you to call ahead.
Check out our online calendar at WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM for updates and additional events!
(We reserve the right not to list an event at our discretion, without explanation.)

Delmarva Bike Week

Thursday, September 14, 2017 - Sunday, September 17, 2017
The largest rally on the Eastern Shore! From Seaford, DE to the beaches it’s wall to wall bikes!
Customer Appreciation Day @ Rommel Harley-Davidson Seaford, DE.

Saturday, July 15, 2017 from 12:00 to 4:00 PM, & Saturday & August 19, 2017 from 12:00 PM to 4:00 PM. Stop by
Seaford Harley for free lunch and food and music!

Big Al Memorial Sweaty Ball Charity Run

Sunday, August 13, 2017 10:00 AM Four Seasons MC. Proceeds benefit local charities! Music, Food & Ice Cold Beverages will be available at the event. Come Out & Support This Worthy Cause! All Bikes Welcome - Vendors welcome!
Rain or Shine! Boston Market Wilmington 3130 Kirkwood Hwy, Wilmington, DE 19808.
www.fourseasonsmc.
com/events.html

Heroes End of Watch

Sunday, August 27, 2017 from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM Heroes End of Watch Benefit - Charity
Honoring all Delaware Fire, EMS, Law Enforcement and Military Members who died saving lives and protecting our
freedom this past year. Escorted ride from Rommel’s Harley Davidson in Smyrna to Delaware Park in Newark. For all
details please follow us on Facebook @ Heroes End of Watch
HeroesMemorialRun@gmail.com

Cycle Gear Bike Night - Bear
Thursday, July 27, 2017 from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM. Bike Night. Come out and enjoy great food, refreshments, vendors, and raffles! Come see us at Cycle Gear 1273 Quintilio Drive, Bear, DE 19701
blog.cyclegear.com/events/
- continued next page-
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- EVENTS CALENDAR continued DOWNTOWN EERIE PENNSYLVANIA AND SURROUNDING AREAS: ROAR ON THE SHORE!
Wednesday, July 12, 2017 - Sunday, July 16, 2017

Now featuring more than 100,000 bikers and enthusiasts descending upon this city! Enjoy three days of rides, bands,
bike contests, custom motorcycles, bike accessories and more. Our Roar on the Shore Parade has become a tradition,
with more than 5,000 bikers led by a celebrity grand marshal all rolling into town to take part in one of the largest
escorted rides in history — the official kickoff of ROAR®! Now, entering its 11th year in 2017, Roar on the Shore® has
become one of the fastest-growing FREE bike rallies in the entire United States. www.roarontheshore.com

Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Swap Meet and Show

Friday, August 18, 2017 - Sunday, August 20, 2017, Sponsored by White Rose Motorcycle Club.
Swap Meet - Friday and Saturday 7 am to 6 pm - Sunday 7 am to 3 pm. Sunday Show - Registration 9 am to 12 noon
- Judging 12 noon to 2 pm - Awards 3 pm. Admission $5/day - Vending/Camping $40/Weekend Located at the White
Rose Motorcycle Club, 5252 Hillclimb Road, Spring Grove, PA. 17362 Contact (717) 571-5667 - Robin Markey
bobsindiansales@aol.com Event page is www.bobsindiansales.com/vintage-japanese-motorcycle-meet.html
This event draws from all around the world. It’s held at the clubhouse with it’s own restaurant and clean rest rooms
with showers for the campers! Don’t miss this one! Loaded with hard to find oem parts and fellow restoration
enthusists!

Avalon Bikes, Blues & BBQ 2017

Friday, July 21, 2017 - Sunday, July 23, 2017. There will be rumbling, music and fun in the hills as Avalon Resort (the
friendliest clothing-optional resort) hosts their annual motorcycle show. A full weekend of fun, benefiting a great
cause, including shiny bikes, great BBQ, soulful Blues music, vendors and friendly folks. The main event is Saturday
with Blues music playing all day, the motorcycle show, and great BBQ all on the Avalon front lawn. The day ends with a
DJ dance in the newly remodeled barn. Located at 223 Avalon Lane, Paw Paw, WEST VIRGINIA, 25434 Contact Phone
(304) 947-5600 Contact Email, information@avalon-resort.com Event www.avalon-resort.com/bikes-bbq

Martinsburg Bike Night 2017

Saturday, August 19, 2017 from 5:00 PM to 11:00 PM. An extravagant gathering of fellow motorcycle enthusiasts. Join
thousands of motorcycles participated in the police-escorted ride through the area’s rolling hills culminating in a street
party in downtown Martinsburg.
Stroll downtown where restaurants are open, bike and apparel vendors are on the street, as well as food concessions
on each street corner. Visit the Beer garden, listen to live bands, dancing, having fun from 5:00pm to 11:00pm.
Location: Downtown Martinsburg, Martinsburg, WEST VIRGINIA, 25401 Phone (304) 262-4200, Email: rlewis@
mainstreetmartinsburg.com URL: www.mainstreetmartinsburg.com/event/bike-night-2017/

Apple’s 14th Annual East Coast Motorcycle Rally

Wednesday, August 9, 2017 - Sunday, August 13, 2017. Previously known as the “East Coast Sturgis Motorcycle Rally”
Two Stages, GREAT BANDS five days of Colossal Entertainment You won’t Forget! This year featuring Foghat and many
other great bands! There will also be a Poker Run, Bike Show, Field Events, Contests and All Kinds of Wild Fun! This is
the event that’s taking the country by storm! All the reasons are right. Mountains, Open Country, Good People, Clean
Air and the Freedom of the road! Ticket price includes: Camping / Concerts / Tours / motorcycle Demolition Derby and
All other Activities. Early Entry Tickets Available - Includes FREE BEER on Saturday, Aug 5th.
HOT SHOWERS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY : FREE!
Location: 31307 Oldtown Rd, Little Orleans, MARYLAND. Phone (301) 478-3421 Contact kenappel@wildblue.net
URL www.eastcoastmotorcyclerally.com/
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
We greatly appreciate the
support our advertisers have
provided. Without them, the
MOTORCYCLE TIMES couldn’t
be FREE—in fact, it couldn’t
be, period. We ask our readers
to support those who have
supported us, and please let
them know you saw their ads
in the MOTORCYCLE TIMES.
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BACKFIRE

Snippets of motorcycling lore
Billy Standley of Ohio had ridden his Harley Davidson in every state except
Hawaii. His 1967 Electra Glide was his pride and joy; no way would he
ever part with it, even in death. He was 82 when illness killed him in 2014.
Knowing this would come sooner or later, he prepared ahead of time. This
preparation took 18 years.
First, he made arrangements with a funeral director well in advance.
Then, he disclosed his wishes to his family — he wanted to be buried
astride his Harley which he would ride into eternity. Next, he built a boxlike, transparent casket made of steel reinforced plexiglass big enough to
contain him seated on his motorcycle. Then he bought three burial plots
to provide enough space for the large, custom built, concrete vault which
would house the casket. The Harley was fitted with a specially constructed
frame to hold Billy’s body upright in the riding position. His two sons, who
helped throughout these preparations, would see to it that his wishes were
carried out.
Five years after preparations were completed, Billy Standley died.
His embalmed body, helmeted and dressed in riding leathers, was duly
mounted on his beloved Electra Glide inside the huge plexiglass casket
and taken to the burial ground, viewed by several hundred people who
turned out for the funeral. Billy wanted the world to witness his last ride to
heaven. As one of his sons later said: “We granted him his wish. He rode his
motorcycle to the grave and he’s still riding it today.” (Al Karasa)
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Motorcycle Times Renewal Subscription Form

Remember, the Motorcycle Times is FREE at mid-Atlantic motorcycle retailers. If your favorite shop or other establishment doesn’t
carry the MT, or runs out too quickly, please have them call us for plenty of FREE copies. If you prefer home delivery, ﬁll out this
form and mail it with your check to: MJM Publishing 719 Tomahawk Lane, Felton, De 19943
Please Print Clearly

Please Check One Option

NAME: ____________________________________

o I have enclosed $16 for six bulk-mail issues (1yr).

ADDRESS: _________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

o I have enclosed $25 for six 1st class mail issues (1yr).

PHONE OR EMAIL: __________________________
NOTE: _____________________________________

WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

o International - I have enclosed $30 for a subscription
going to an address outside of the continental US.

Subscriptions begin with next bulk mailing (1st class subscribers may request otherwise). Issues come out the first week of
every other month beginning with New Years Day.

29th Annual

August 18, 19, 20
(rain or shine)
Admission: $5
Vending or Camping: $40
For more info:
bobsindiansales@aol.com
717-938-4753
717-571-5667 (cell—also
use during the show)

This is the 2016 Shirt design.
2017 will be different colors and
motorcycles.

At: Vintage Japanese
Motorcycle Meet and Show
LOCAL HOTELS
(all 717 area code)
HANOVER - 7 miles
Hampton Inn 633-1117
Holiday Inn Exp 637-1228
Super 8 630-8888
YORK - 15 miles
Best Western 767-6931
Holiday Inn 846-9500
Red Roof Inn 843-8181
Super 8 852-8686

Join us for the 29th year of the Vintage Japanese Motorcycle Meet & Show!
This event is one of the highlights for Vintage Japanese collectors and enthusiasts in the Mid-Atlantic area. In recent years the meet has drawn vendors and collectors from all over the world. The hospitality and great location in south central
Pennsylvania is second to none. On the grounds is a clubhouse with a restaurant
and clean rest rooms with showers for all the campers . The atmosphere is beaming with swaps and trades and guys and gals finding that one part to finish their
restoration! Don't miss this chance to come to one of the most beautiful areas in
Pennsylvania and to one of the oldest Vintage Japanese meets in the country!
We've also been told it's the largest Japanese only motorcycle show in the east.
Schedule:

 Friday—Vending opens 7 a.m. till dusk
 Saturday—More Vending—opens 7 till dusk
 Sunday—Some Vendors-opens 7
Motorcycle Show 11 a.m./Awards at 2
Vending and Show is over approx. 3 p.m.

 (Thursday evening—camping available for
early arrivals)

August 18, 19, 20
Held at the:
White Rose Motorcycle Club
5252 Hill Climb Road
Spring Grove, PA 17362
Close to Jefferson (York County)

Judging Catagories
Honda
Kawasaki
Suzuki
Yamaha
Bridgestone
Hodaka
100cc Street
Mini Bike
Enduro &
On/Off Rd
Competition

Antique
Vintage
Classic
Post Classic
Modern
Sport
Most Unique
Longest Dist.
Ridden to
The Meet
BEST OF SHOW

For the meet to be enjoyed by all, we ask the following: No one under 16 is allowed to ride in the vendor or show area,
Quiet Hours 11 pm to 7 am, no generators after 11pm, we do not allow exotic pets, kegs, glass bottles or grumpy people.
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